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Professional Responsibility 2014 china s recent economic transformation and integration into
the world economy has coincided with increasing pressure for corporate law reform to make
corporate social responsibility csr integral to business and management strategy in china this
timely book critically analyses contemporary notions of csr in china discussing theory and
practice alongside legal responses in this emerging field jingchen zhao uniquely combines the
history traditions and social policies of china with chinese law explaining the significance
of path dependence in china he presents an in depth debate on the difficulties involved in
transplanting developed legal principles directly into chinese society and takes a detailed
look at the csr provisions in chinese company law which aimed to put social and environmental
concerns onto the corporate agenda he suggests how these laws could be more effectively and
efficiently enforced with reference to uk law and explores specific issues including chinese
company law 2006 the harmonious society in china the 2008 financial crisis and its impact on
the chinese economy recent corporate scandals including the sanlu baby milk scandal the
wenchuan earthquake and csr donations the beijing olympic games and csr and the fujia chemical
plant this book will prove an enlightening read for academics and practitioners in the fields
of law business and management interested in csr and the law in contemporary china
Corporate Social Responsibility in Contemporary China 2014-01-01 this book investigates the
many ways in which contemporary african fiction has reflected on themes of responsibility and
complicity during the postcolonial period covering the authors ayi kwei armah tsitsi
dangarembga nuruddin farah michiel heyns and j m coetzee the book places each writer s novels
in their cultural and literary context in order to investigate similarities and differences
between fictional approaches to individual complicity in politically unstable situations in
doing so the study focuses on these texts representations of discomforting experiences of
being implicated in harm done to others in order to show that it is precisely during times of
political crisis that questions of moral responsibility and implicatedness in compromised
conduct become more pronounced the study also challenges longstanding western amnesia
concerning responsibility for historical and present day violence in african countries and
juxtaposes this denial of responsibility with the western literary readership s consumption of
narratives of african suffering the study instead proposes new reading habits based on an
awareness of readerly complicity and responsibility drawing insights from across political
philosophy and literary theory this book will be of interest to researchers of african
literature postcolonial studies and peace and conflict studies
Complicity and Responsibility in Contemporary African Writing 2021-05-03 the last decades
witnessed a vigorous debate over the role of corporations in society interest in corporate
social responsibility csr has become intense as corporate stakeholders have called for higher
performance and ethical standards from businesses and many corporations have developed csr
programs to harvest the benefits resulting from such initiatives csr practices have become a
crucial component of business strategy contributing to organizational success and sustainable
competitiveness cases on corporate social responsibility and contemporary issues in
organizations is an essential reference source that provides specific case studies that
elaborate on the strategies and policies enacted by contemporary organizations to address
environmental and social issues as well as economic and financial ones featuring research on
topics such as sustainable development goals csr pillars employee retention gender equality
and social accountability this book is ideally designed for business managers researchers
practitioners and students seeking coverage on innovative business practices enacted in
multiple organizations industries
Cases on Corporate Social Responsibility and Contemporary Issues in Organizations 2019-02-15
caring for community towards a new ethics of responsibility in contemporary postcolonial
novels focuses on four highly acclaimed publications in order to argue for a new understanding
of community and its ethical framework in recent literary texts traditionally community has
been understood to function on the basis of individuals readiness to establish relationships
of reciprocal responsibility this book however argues that community and non reciprocity need
not be mutually exclusive categories examining works by leading contemporary postcolonial
authors and reading them against judith butler s post 9 11 concept of global political
community the book explores how concrete acts of responsibility can be carried out in
recognition of various others even and precisely when those others cannot be expected to
respond the literary analyses draw on a rich theoretical framework that includes approaches to
care hospitality and the ethical encounter between self and other overall this book
establishes that the novels protagonists by investing in an ethics of responsibility that does
not require reciprocity acquire the agency to envisage new forms of community by reflecting on
the nature and effect of this agency and its representation in contemporary literary texts the
book also considers the role of postcolonial studies in addressing highly topical questions
regarding our co existence with others
Caring for Community 2018-12-12 noting the pervasiveness of the adoption of responsibility as
a core ideal of neoliberal governance the contributors to competing responsibilities challenge
contemporary understandings and critiques of that concept in political social and ethical life
they reveal that neoliberalism s reification of the responsible subject masks the myriad forms
of individual and collective responsibility that people engage with in their everyday lives
from accountability self sufficiency and prudence to care obligation and culpability the
essays which combine social theory with ethnographic research from europe north america africa
and new zealand address a wide range of topics including critiques of corporate social
responsibility practices the relationships between public and private responsibilities in the
context of state violence the tension between calls on individuals and imperatives to groups
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to prevent the transmission of hiv audit culture and how health is cast as a citizenship issue
competing responsibilities allows for the examination of modes of responsibility that extend
challenge or coexist with the neoliberal focus on the individual cultivation of the self
contributors barry d adam elizabeth anne davis filippa lentzos jessica robbins ruszkowski
nikolas rose rosalind shaw cris shore jessica m smith susanna trnka catherine trundle jarrett
zigon
Competing Responsibilities 2017-03-10 schweiker develops a powerful new theory of
responsibility articulated in terms of christian faith
Indirect Responsibility in the Contemporary Law of State Responsibility 2018 as a result of
the industrialization urbanization and population increase during the last two centuries the
global landscape has been irreversibly damaged these anthropological pressures have create
endless problems on the global level and individuals and organizations are beginning to
realize their own ever increasing responsibility to consider the welfare and interests of all
stakeholders as a whole although the improvements in the legal framework at the national and
international level can be viewed as an important step to protect society and the natural
environment a legal course provides a reactive mode of control rather than a proactive
approach considering its proactive approach and voluntarily basis the concept of social
responsibility can provide a significant tool of generating a sustainable future during such a
paradigm shift contemporary issues in corporate social responsibility presents the significant
roles that universities must embrace in order to take charge of the future in parallel to
those movements many institutions include a course on social responsibility yet the studies on
the education of social responsibility in the literature show that there is no commonly
accepted teaching methods and guiding curriculum of csr this book was designed based on the
outcomes of an erasmus intensive project ip which was organized in yasar university during
june 2012 with the contribution of 9 european universities based on the interactive feedback
of participants during the project this book sheds light on the ongoing discussion of
corporate social responsibility from a european perspective
Responsibility and the Individual in Modern Society 1981 this volume bridges contemporary
philosophical conceptions of risk and responsibility and offers an extensive examination of
the topic it shows that risk and responsibility combine in ways that give rise to new
philosophical questions and problems philosophical interest in the relationship between risk
and responsibility continues to rise due in no small part to environmental crises emerging
technologies legal developments and new medical advances despite such interest scholars are
still working out how to conceive of the links between risk and responsibility the
implications that risks may have to conceptions of responsibility and vice versa as well as
how such theorizing might play out in applied cases with contributions from leading scholars
this volume brings together new work examining the interplay between risk and responsibility
exploring its varied philosophical aspects and applications to contemporary issues in law
bioethics technology and environmental ethics risk and responsibility in context will be of
interest to philosophers working in ethics bioethics philosophy of law and philosophy of
technology as well as scholars and practitioners in law health and science management public
policy and environmental studies the open access version of this book is available at
taylorfrancis com this publication is licensed unless otherwise indicated under the terms of
the creative commons attribution non commercial 4 0 international cc by nc 4 0 license
creativecommons org licenses by nc 4 0 which permits use sharing adaptation distribution and
reproduction in any medium or format provided you give appropriate credit to the original
author s and source provide a link to the creative commons license and indicate any
modifications use for commercial purposes is not permitted
Responsibility and Christian Ethics 1999-03-11 the purpose of this volume is to broadly
discuss the media s responsibility to provide discursive contributions to the ethical and
moral challenges of our times at the crossroads of intellectual progress and profit
orientation concentration tendencies in the academic publishing industry pose a threat to the
reputation and integrity of higher education the actions of whistleblowers like edward snowden
have radically changed our perception of privacy stirring debates about the ethical and moral
dilemma attached to the disclosures islam and religion continue to rank as urgent topics in
the news with the most influential contributions to the public discourse often belonging to
ideologically influenced western voices one century after the bolshevik revolution in 1917
russia is still negotiating how to categorize these events which have recently been pointed
out in a controversial tv show the example of nigeria makes clear that insecurity and national
development go hand in hand with responsible press coverage while the low self perception of
the belarusian film industry is due partly to its depiction in the country s only
cinematographic publication
Contemporary Issues in Corporate Social Responsibility 2013-12-18 this title was first
published in 2002 this book is an analysis of the ways in which mental states ground
attributions of responsibility to persons particular features of the book include attention to
the agent s epistemic capacity for beliefs about the foreseeable consequences of actions and
omissions attention to the essential role of emotions in prudential and moral reasoning a
conception of personal identity that can justify holding persons responsible at later times
for actions performed at earlier times an emphasis on neurobiology as the science that should
inform our thinking about free will and responsibility and the melding of literature on free
will and responsibility in contemporary analytic philosophy with legal cases abnormal
psychology neurology and psychiatry which offers a richer texture to the general debate on the
relevant issues
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Risk and Responsibility in Context 2023-08-31 is trump responsible for the january 6
insurrection are white people responsible for slavery in moral responsibility beyond our
fingertips collective responsibility leaders and attributionism eugene schlossberger expands
updates and argues for the attributionist account of moral responsibility and agency and
applies it to several pressing contemporary concerns leaders responsibility for their
followers acts and ordinary persons responsibility for their influence on others collective
responsibility addiction and responsibility for what we would have done moral agents are
continuing worldviews in operation who are ultimately responsible for their worldviews and
occasion responsible for acts events and circumstances that occasion a judgment of
responsibility agents can be responsible for many things beyond their fingertips such as
others behavior that they enabled that reveal something about their worldviews the wide
ranging discussion addresses the responsibility of psychopaths the nature of beliefs and
desires social convergence theory twelve forms of subjectability such as blame and owing an
apology queerness and moral internalism the beneficiary pays principle and much more the
result is a comprehensive picture of agency and responsibility
Mapping Media Responsibility. Contemporary Aspects of Morals, Ethics and Social Discourse
2017-04-10 argues for a more robust conception of responsibility in public life than prevails
in contemporary democracies
The Mental Basis of Responsibility 2018 in modern society it has become increasingly important
to consumers that their products be environmentally safe green marketing is the most efficient
way for corporations to convey that their merchandise is environmentally ethical which in turn
increases profit green marketing and environmental responsibility in modern corporations is a
comprehensive resource for the latest material on the methods and techniques that contemporary
industries are employing to raise awareness on sustainable products featuring comprehensive
coverage across a range of relevant topics such as green consumption organic food products
supply chain performance and ecological marketing this publication is an ideal reference
source for professionals practitioners academics and researchers interested in the latest
material on sustainable corporate operations
The Modern Corporation and Social Responsibility 1972 mcgee explores the political
significance of aesthetic analysis in the context of cultural studies and asks how political
responsibility can be reconciled with the concept of the university as a democratic
institution
Moral Responsibility beyond Our Fingertips 2022-03-03 a grammar of responsibility is an
interesting provocative and careful study of the way to speak about responsibility the term is
everywhere these days but is seldom examined in any detail and yet responsibility is a
complicated idea with a peculiar history the book starts from the way people speak using
hundreds of examples from contemporary discussions it explains the need for a grammar that is
a consistent and comprehensive way to use the term it goes on to analyze a host of ethical
dilemmas in each case a grammar of responsibility provides a fresh look at seemingly
intractable problems the result is a book of clear ideas to help us deal intelligently with
the sense of moral crisis that is widespread today book jacket title summary field provided by
blackwell north america inc all rights reserved
Restoring Responsibility 2005 the environmental responsibility reader is a definitive
collection of classic and contemporary environmental works that offers a comprehensive
overview of the issues involved in environmental responsibility steering the reader through
each development in thought with a unifying and expert editorial voice this essential text
expertly explores seemingly intractable modern day environmental dilemmas including climate
change fossil fuel consumption fresh water quality industrial pollution habitat destruction
and biodiversity loss starting with silent spring and moving through to more recent works the
book draws on contemporary ideas of environmental ethics corporate social responsibility
ecological justice fair trade global citizenship and the connections between environmental and
social justice configuring these ideas into practical notions for responsible action with a
unique global and integral focus on responsibility
Green Marketing and Environmental Responsibility in Modern Corporations 2017-01-18 to find
more information about rowman and littlefield titles please visit rowmanlittlefield com
Cinema, Theory, and Political Responsibility in Contemporary Culture 1997-08-14 it is well
over a decade since john fischer and mark ravizza and before them jay wallace and daniel
dennett defended responsibility from the threat of determinism but defending responsibility
from determinism is a potentially endless and largely negative enterprise it can go on for as
long as dissenting voices remain and although such work strengthens the theoretical
foundations of these theories it won t necessarily build anything on top of those foundations
nor will it move these theories into new territory or explain how to apply them to practical
contexts to this end the papers in this volume address these more positive challenges by
exploring how compatibilist responsibility theory can be extended and or applied in a range of
practical contexts for instance how is the narrow philosophical concept of responsibility that
was defended from the threat of determinism related to the plural notions of responsibility
present in everyday discourse and how might this more fine grained understanding of
responsibility open up new vistas and challenges for compatibilist theory what light might
compatibilism shed and what light might be shed upon it by political debates about access to
public welfare in the context of responsibility for one s own health and by legal debates
about the impact of self intoxication on responsibility does compatibilist theory which was
originally designed to cater for analysis of individual actions scale to scenarios that
involve group action and collective responsibility e g for harms due to human induced climate
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change this book s chapters deal with a range of theoretical problems discussed in classic
compatibilist literature e g the relationship between responsibility and capacity the role of
historical tracing in discounting the exculpatory value of incapacities and the justifiability
of retributive punishment but instead of motivating their discussions by focusing on the
alleged threat that determinism poses to responsibility these chapters authors have animated
their discussions by tackling important practical problems which crop up in contemporary
debates about responsibility
A Grammar of Responsibility 1996 to what extent could max weber s ethic of responsibility
serve as a model for us today an adequate answer to this question could only be given on the
basis of a satisfactory interpretation and thorough assessment of his ethic of responsibility
in this monograph etienne de villiers sets himself the task of doing just that he establishes
that in spite of serious shortcomings weber s ethic points to the contemporary need for an
ethic of responsibility as a second level normative ethical approach that would address the
undermining effect of modernisation on ethical living such a contemporary ethic of
responsibility would provide guidelines on how ethical living could be responsibly enhanced in
our time the author also presents a brief proposal on how a contemporary ethic of
responsibility might be designed
The Environmental Responsibility Reader 2009-03-12 exploring the interpersonal basis of the
practice of responsibility ascriptions this study formulates a precise set of criteria for
responsibility ascriptions it demonstrates how the proposed criteria help to solve all the key
problems connected with responsibility in moral and legal philosophy
The Contemporary Review 1884 few topics have received broader attention within contemporary
philosophy than that of responsibility theodore george makes a novel case for a distinctive
sense of responsibility at stake in the hermeneutical experiences of understanding and
interpretation he argues for the significance of this hermeneutical responsibility in the
context of our relations with things animals and others as well as political solidarity and
the formation of solidarities through the arts literature and translation
Faculty Responsibility in Contemporary Society 1990 this book explores how the distinctive
quaker approach to responsible business is based on honesty truth and integrity it analyzes
how networks family and succession are at its heart and how much this approach offers to
current debates on corporate social responsibility as well as to managers and practitioners in
an increasingly complex business world the contributions in this volume assess the factors
that explain the success and prosperity of many quaker businesses throughout the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries discussing the lessons learned from their disappearance from
prominence by drawing upon examples that illustrate the quaker ethic it also considers what so
called quakernomics can contribute to contemporary responsible business theory and practice
Moral Responsibility 2013-11-27 in the aftermath of the financial crisis and regular corporate
scandals there has been a growing concern with the moral and ethical foundations of business
often these concerns are limited to narrow accounts of governance codes regulatory procedures
or behaviour incentives which are often characterized by neo liberal bias underpinned by
western masculine logics this book challenges these limited accounts of ethics and
responsibility it looks at the writing of gayatri c spivak who takes globally networked
markets people and ideas and provides tools to rethink subjectivity ethics and corporate
governance eschewing strict hierarchical notions of authority and identity spivak s work
invites us to consider who speaks for whom and for what in organizational contexts
relationality is also to be found in the radical politics and feminist ethics of judith butler
who continues to draw on and develop her account of performativity to interpret contemporary
organizations management and work while popular accounts of corporate ethics often concern
themselves with the aims and actions of those at the top of organisations lauren berlant
focuses on the struggles of those at the bottom of the new social structures created by
contemporary forms of capital finally the book also considers ecological challenges through
the work of val plumwood who spent a lifetime considering the threats and responsibilities we
face in environmental terms and developed a feminist ecological philosophy for understanding
social and species differences this book will be relevant to students and researchers across
business and management organizational studies critical management studies gender studies and
sociology
Social Responsibility and the Scientist in Modern Western Society 1970 this volume is a
conceptual analysis of issues in group responsibility an attempt is made to identify factors
which affect the degree to which individuals sharing responsibility for what happens bear
responsibility for it as well as factors which are erroneously judged to have such an effect
an examination of these issues leads to extended discussions of acting or failing to act in
the company of others the sequence in which the agents in a group perform acts and group risk
taking it is argued that the failure to understand such issues has contributed to a widespread
uncertainty in contemporary society as to the moral implications of participating in group
actions
Responsibility of Contemporary Science and Intelligentsia 1992 the decision to engage in
corporate social action csa and the debates regarding its costs benefits and implications to
corporate performance represent a demanding issue for scholars and managers research is
inconclusive regarding the causal relations between csa corporate social performance csp and
corporate financial performance cfp despite numerous empirical and theoretical studies devoted
to the issue this book presents an in depth study of corporate social action and the factors
influencing a decision to engage in it going beyond the causal relationship between csa and
firm performance the book stresses the link between csa and a firm s core managerial policies
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and practices reflecting the complexity and varied facets of csa and the numerous internal and
external factors that influence its outcomes the book draws on the experiences of various
industrial sectors to reveal the importance of a range of issues such as top management pay
dispersion and ownership structure which may influence the firm s decision to engage in csa it
also explores some of the external influences on firms such as institutional norms the
geopolitical environment and the industrial sector the first part of the book provides an
overview of the thematic issues of csa and performance the second part presents a series of
empirical studies that examine factors and determinants of csa the third part presents case
studies to illustrate the processes and outcomes of csa policy and strategy in environmentally
hazardous industries
Revisiting Max Weber's Ethic of Responsibility 2018 this book investigates the many ways in
which contemporary african fiction has reflected on themes of responsibility and complicity
during the postcolonial period this book will be of interest to researchers of african
literature postcolonial studies and peace and conflict studies
A Philosophical Study of the Criteria for Responsibility Ascriptions 1990 calling on
philosophers as the custodians of rationality to reconsider their responsibility toward their
communities and the state of civilization at large this book considers philosophy to be a
practical discipline largely foreign to philosophers and non philosophers alike this
conception of philosophy discloses the relevance of its unique contributions to contemporary
society the book offers a compelling and accessible analysis of philosophy also in relation to
religion psychology the new age movement and globalization and exemplifies through a wide
range of current problems how philosophers can fulfil their responsibility its argument that
responsibility lies where one is capable of doing what is needed and even more so when no one
else can do it targets philosophers however its innovative study of contemporary philosophy
coupled with its original contributions to the problems at hand will engage academics and
students from other disciplines as well as a general readership
Responsibility to Understand 2020-05-28 in this book the author examines the stubborn
philosophical belief in moral responsibility surveying the philosophical arguments for it but
focusing on the system that supports these arguments powerful social and psychological factors
that hold the belief in moral responsibility firmly in place publisher s description
Quakers, Business and Corporate Responsibility 2019-01-07 most philosophical explorations of
responsibility discuss the topic solely in terms of metaphysics and the free will problem by
contrast these essays by leading philosophers view responsibility from a variety of
perspectives metaphysics ethics action theory and the philosophy of law
Morality, Ethics and Responsibility in Organization and Management 2020 a strong
superintendent is critical to the success of an entire school district and this exciting new
resource details the issues surrounding the state policies that appoint superintendents
Individuals, Groups, and Shared Moral Responsibility 1988 offering an alternative outlook on
contemporary practical philosophy this highly original book provides a conceptual history of
responsibility within philosophy including a critical analysis of the relation between
philosophy and its social and political contexts
Corporate Social Responsibility 1986
Corporate Responsibility 2016-02-02
Complicity and Responsibility in Contemporary African Writing 2023-05
Rethinking Philosophers' Responsibility 2018-05
The Stubborn System of Moral Responsibility 2015
Action, Ethics, and Responsibility 2010
Corporate Social Responsibility and the Welfare State 2005-06-28
The Contemporary Superintendent 2018
The Spell of Responsibility
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